
CREATIVE CONCEPTS for KAY JEWELERS

What is love in 2021?



According to Business Insider, one of the top 10 industries to come 
back after the pandemic will be weddings. 

We can imagine this being a time for those who’ve had to 
delay wedding plans or for those who’ve become even 

more committed to one another during lockdown. 
And while this is welcomed as wonderful news, 
in 2021, Kay is much more than just weddings. 



Kay is conscious and aware that we Celebrate Life and Express Love in more ways than one. In 2021, 
there’s a powerful story to explore as we come out the hardest year of our lives. 

We’ve all seen how important it is to give love to not only our partner but to our families that fought 
through Covid-19. Not only to our lover but to our best friends who were locked down away from us. 
And not only to people in our direct lives but to our neighbors fighting for equality or to our essential 
workers who helped to keep us safe. Putting love above differences and giving love both inside and 
outside our homes, to others and ourselves is the time we’re living in right now. 



What’s in a Diamond?

A diamond is romantic but a diamond is also reflection, a diamond is also 
transformation, a diamond is celebration. 

This is a story that includes romantic love and traditional commitment 
with our sweetheart but also the more open and free form of love that we 

can give to anyone. 



During the pandemic we’ve all been forced to go inside, but not just physically 
indoors. A lot of us were faced with the decision to reflect on what was important to 
us personally and as a community at large. Because of COVID-19 we became 
conscious of how we’re all connected. 

The global story of this time period is one of a transformational journey. We started to 
think about both the resonance and power of a campaign that focuses on our 
collective reflection and transformation. We’ll be going outside and finally coming 
together again to celebrate stories of the love we gave ourselves and each other. 

CREATIVE DIRECTION



CONCEPT 1: “LOVE ABOVE” CONCERT 
The  world is opening up and summers around the corner, 
it’s time to get out of sweats and into something fun. It’s 
time to see our friends and learn to dance again. We haven’t 
seen live music in ages so let’s do something spectacular 
and meaningful. 



This one off concert in Philadelphia feels like a hip festival atmosphere with music, art and culture. What 
every artist, vendor, and panel discussion have in common is putting “Love Above”. The headline of the 

music performances features the likes of Alicia Keys, Pharrell, P!NK, and Carrie Underwood. Native 
Philadelphia artists like Hall and Oates, Diplo, Erykah Badu & Jill Scott (Verzuz) are also wonderful options. 



We include Local up and coming Philadelphia artists that range from music to poetry to 
dance. Local vendors can set up their holistic, vintage, and other thrift shops or visual arts 

booths, and food trucks with an array of cuisine centered around loving your body. 
Between music performances the stage either features a DJ or panel discussions around 

love like: Self-Love, and Love Languages. 

Artwork by Philadelphia artist Alloyius 

McIlwaine

*Covid pending. We alternatively can make it a virtual experience.



“Immersive art, in principle, has a simple definition — 
it’s the creation of a world around the person 

in a way that makes them feel part of and inside of it.”



What better way to celebrate this journey of reflection and 
transformation than an art installation in the shape of a diamond 

that we can actually walk inside and experience. 

Concept 2: Diamond Installation



The pop up installation would be in the shape of a 
larger than life diamond where the interior is mirrored 
and we can share our stories of reflection in the walls. 
And in the mirror we can see that everyone’s stories are 
our stories as well. The poetry of the structure is that it 
reflects the light inside and out. 



The options for content within the 
installation is endless. But some 
thought starters could be uplifting 
messages from real people, 
projections of art from local artists, 
pre-taped interviews with couples of 
all ages, families, and individuals 
about their journeys. 



ANALYTICS FROM SIMILAR INSTALLATIONS
-Teamlabs in Tokyo receives 3.5 million visitors from over 160 countries and becomes the worlds #1 most 
visited Artist Museum. 

The Mirror House installation at Desert X received international fame with write-ups in the LA Times, New York 
Times, Travel & Leisure, Architectural Digest and countless other blogs and publications. Since its inception in 
2017, Desert X has attracted over 600,000 visitors to the Coachella Valley.

-Coachella Music and Arts Festival has garnered over 5 Million unique feed posts tagged on Instagram alone.

-After almost 30 years, the Field of Dreams in Dubuque, Iowa still attracts 65,000 to 100,000 visitors per year to 
the iconic movie baseball diamond.





UPCOMING FESTIVALS 
Made In America, September 2021 | Jay Z curated festival 
based in Philadelphia. 

Life is Beautiful, September 2021| Las Vegas, NV

Outlands, October 2021 | San Francisco 

Lollapalooza, July 2021 | Chicago

Bottle rocket, September 2021 | Napa Valley 

US OPEN. Summer 2021 | New York 

World Series, October 2021 | TBD

The Installation has the ability to land 
at any location, including popular 
festivals. This list of upcoming festivals 
would be a match to keep in mind.  





The Love Above Awards is where we celebrate ordinary people doing extraordinary things.  Category examples 
could include The Diamond In The Rough Award that is given to a special person who has beaten the odds, The 
Humanitarian Award, or The ICON Living Award. There could be a few household name award winners each year 
(like Greta Thunberg) who is the big draw/ keynote speaker, but everyone else are healthcare workers, moms, 
teachers, etc who did something extraordinary.

Additional:
-Tickets can be purchased to raise money for a cause of Kay’s choice. Celebrity/Influencers are invited to bring 
millions of viewers in. Tickets can also be raffled or given away.
-Diamond Swag bags
-We can include social activations featuring art from local LGBTQ+ artists that either was made over the 
pandemic or that we commission. The attendees can use as step and repeats and to be inspired and educated. 
We can have local vendors for dining. 
-A performance to highlight the event. 

Concept 3: Award Show Concept



Instagram feed posts, Stories, REELS and IGTVs featuring our activations and events.
Source stories of reflection and transformation from real people.

Campaign for vow renewals / getting married.
Influencers showing the different ways you can rock diamonds in 2021.

Kays branded “Diamond filters” for Instagram and Snapchat.
TikTok activation and viral trend through partnerships with key Influencers and in-app sound 

sourcing of songs such as “Diamonds” by Rihanna, “Single Ladies” by Beyonce or “Diamonds Are 
a Girl's Best Friend” by Marilyn Monroe.

Social Media Activation

Once we decide on concept, we’ll create a robust Social Media Activation to roll out. It’s 
purpose is to bring our message of expressing love and celebrating life to audience 

online. We’d strategically leverage features of each platform including:



Non-Traditional ways to rock diamonds in 2021.



Diamond filter for Instagram / SnapChat.



Artist + Brand Collaborations 

Virgil Abloh + Nike 

Dr. Dre + Apple Kanye West + Adidas

Travis Scott + McDonaldsLouis Vuitton + Kuaishou



LONG TERM THINKING

The Award Show can have a musical performance component and be held annually on Love Above 
Day. 

The Diamond installation can live at The Concert or The Award Show or anywhere Kay needs. 
(Examples: South lawn Whitehouse, World Cup, Olympics or Super Bowl or any Music Festival / Award show)

The Diamond Installation can have multiple locations with one being the Flagship and other smaller 
structures around the country where people can visit.
(A Music Performance  / Fashion Show could stream from the Flagship simultaneously to the smaller locations by projection)

The Diamond Installation can be created and sold as an NFT.

The Award Show can feature the #Challenge where Runway Models show the most creative ways the 
Signature Piece can be worn. 

While any one of these concepts work great as a stand-alone activation, it’s important to think about 
long-term staying power. We’ve thoughtfully created concepts that can intertwine and build off the 
success and momentum of one another for months and years ahead. 



THANK YOU


